
 

 

 

 
Position Description  

● The Worship Coordinator is responsible for the worship elements of camp, both Fort and 
Lodgeside (including but not limited to the singing and musical elements of camper 
chapels).  They will equip and foster continued worship opportunities and growth in the 
lives of the staff.  

○ Has musical ability but more so a humble heart for worship and a teachable spirit 
along with a genuine love for people, including children and youth. 

○ Possesses skills and growth in the organization and leadership of teams, 
time-management and interpersonal communication. 

○ Prepares and distributes Spoudazo (cabin small group) activity boxes and 
oversees other chapel details. 

● The Worship Coordinator will have a growing faith and personal relationship with Jesus 
○ A deep sense of followership in the way of Jesus as they invite others to follow 

them. 
○ Character - Hold oneself to a high standard of integrity in all areas of life (having 

a good reputation in the church and community, having a good personal work 
ethic, having  sound Christian character, and having the respect of their own 
family). Exemplify a healthy Bible study and prayer life. Having a heart for seeing 
people grow spiritually, deepening their walk with Christ. 

 
● The Worship Coordinator will be a team player that helps in creating a healthy and               

Christ-centered atmosphere of work. 
○ Hold the care of other team members as a high value - supporting and 

encouraging other staff, refraining from gossip, comparison or harmful talk. 
○ Create a healthy and inviting atmosphere for all staff and volunteers. 
○ Collaborate with the Program Manager, Spring Staff, and Media to create the            

chapel environment where learning is encouraged, worship is embraced, Christ          
is pursued, and the Bible is treasured. 

○ Work with the Program Manager and Media Team to plan and oversee the 
singing and worship elements of the morning chapels, evening chapels, and 
campfires for each Cabin Circle - may be combined or separate based on covid 
regulations present. 

○ Collaborate with the Fort Cabin Circle Directors on chapels and worship evenings 
during Jr. and Sr. high camps. 

○ To create, organize, oversee and mentor worship teams of cabin leaders and 
support staff in collaboration with Cabin Circle Directors and Resident Directors 
for scheduling and care. 

■ Mentor and equip members of worship teams and bands to grow in their 
gifting and faith. While you do not need to lead all the singing and 
worship times, you are responsible to coordinate with teams to 
implement them. 

 

NOTE:  This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other 

related duties as negotiated to meet the ongoing needs of the organization 
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○ Spend time making relationships with campers by taking responsibility for an 

additional area of skill/activity programming as directed by the Program Director. 
○ Wholeheartedly participate in the camp program by assisting in programming and           

games as available. 
○ Assist with camp preparations and any rental groups during the weeks in June(if 

applicable). 
○ Will live in the lodge and must ensure living quarters are kept clean and orderly. 
○ Be available to partner in other camp sessions such as cabin leader training, staff 

chapel, devo’s and Teleios sessions as well as other camp operations. 
 

● The Worship Coordinator will seek to humbly serve under the authority of SABC  
○ Be familiar and ready to adhere to SABC’s Plan to Protect, REDI covenant, and 

emergency policies. 
○ As this is a volunteer position that receives an honorarium you will be required to 

raise approximately half of the finances through donations in support of your 
work at SABC.  Each team member will make every effort through approved 
channels to raise the agreed portion of the honorarium explained in their  
contract. You are responsible to be aware of and work towards fulfilling this 
amount. 

○ Chemistry - Able to submit to the authority of God, take direction from the SABC 
leadership, and to work as a team player with staff and volunteers. 

○ Must endorse and support the SABC Statement of Belief, Mission Statement, 
and Staff Code of Conduct.  

○ Able to produce a Criminal Record Check and a Social Services Intervention 
Check(if 18 or older), and a 3 year driver’s abstract. 

● Covid Communication 
○ As we adjust and plan in a variety of ways for summer, and doing all that is in our 

power to make camp happen as we are able/allowed, it is expected that our staff 
will step into roles and responsibilities that may look different than previous 
expectations. 

○ Please be prepared that the expectations, duties and responsibilities are fluid as 
we look ahead. 
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